The K-matrix method is widely used unitary parametrization for several resonances with the same quantum numbers. But in fact resonances in this approach are separated and do not overlap 1 .
In the K-matrix approach the S -matrix is 
Parameters m  and   are referred to as the nominal (or bare) mass and width, i   as the coupling constant of the state  to channel i , polynomial as backgroundthese statements are based on comparison with the BW function for an isolated resonance.
The feature that directly follows from expression (2) and therefore remains in any modification of the K-matrix method (for instance, amplitude left cuts in the resonant area effectively contribute to polynomials in (3) T are slightly shifted from that location. This phenomena can be checked with the interactive software provided in supplemental material to this paper. If relatively narrow resonances are far from each other and background is neglected, the amplitudes approximately presented by a sum of isolated BW functions really become zero between the peaks. But in a situation when the states overlap, this feature of the K-matrix method can be considered as a defectthe resonances in K-matrix scattering amplitudes are always isolated and actually do not overlap. Same feature is translated on parametrizations that exploit the K-matrix for production amplitudes [2], 1 ()
; vector i P has the same poles as K, it also can contain a polynomial. Nonzero reference level in mass projection of a Dalitz plot can only conceal this feature.
It is more useful to present simple examples rather than complex physical problem. Let us first consider a situation when resonances overlap and not well resolved, at least in some channels. Such a situation is presented in Fig. 1 for two resonances around 1.3 and 1.6 GeV having two common decay channels. The "data" are generated by drawing smooth curves, then discretized and randomized.
For comparison we also use the unitary BW approach [3] in which the unitarity is retained in the form , the number of independent parameters in (5) is ( 1) NMthe same as in the pole terms in (4). In the BW scheme the production channels do not need special treatmentcorresponding rp g , having different physical nature, just may have different order of magnitude comparing to other ri g .
We fit the data with K-matrix (4) and the BW formulas (5), ( ) But when resonances are well resolved and do not overlap, both the K-matrix and BW descriptions lead to close results. This situation is presented in Fig. 2 in which the data have substantial dips between the resonances in all three channels. The quality of fits is practically the same in both methods, 2 / 0.5 d   . The resonance parameters are collected in Table 2 . In practice, resonances are accompanied by background. With polynomial in ij K the dips in amplitudes between the poles remain (this also can be checked with the accompanying software; an obvious restriction on polynomial coefficients is that resonances manifestation should retain). Also notice that polynomial terms in (3) do not allow to present background in the quantum mechanics form,
in which even the number of parameters is different, for instance for two channels and energyindependent background two parameters 1, 2  versus three ij a in ij K .
To conclude, it is important to be aware that actually overlapping resonances cannot be adequately described within the K-matrix parametrizations. 
